
WALK WITH GIANTS

Quest pieszy i Nordic Walking

walking  walking
Stamp the treasure here.

Where is it?
The villages of Czymanowo and Nadole on Żarnowieckie Lake in 
Gmina Gniewino (Pomeranian voivodeship).

Driving directions
Nadole and Czymanowo are located approximately 20 km from the 
national road No. 6 (exit in Bolszewo by Hotel Victoria – it’s best to 
head towards Gniewino).

Start of the quest
Parking lot by the main entrance to the building of the Żarnowiec 
Hydroelectric Power Plant (opposite the green derivative pipelines of 
the power plant).

Type of the quest:
Cultural, walking, nordic walking.

You will need: 
A pen.

Time to complete the quest
90 minutes.

How to find the treasure
The game is about reading the tips included in the text of the quest. 
Your mission is to collect hidden numbers and do the tasks on your 
way. When you solve all of the puzzles, you will find the treasure at 
the end of the route.

Quest supervisor
Elżbieta Malec, Stowarzyszenie Bursztynowy Pasaż,
mobile: +48 535 310 828

If you noticed any changes on the route of the quest 
of a lack of treasure, please report It to the quest 
supervisor. Contact us at kontakt@questing.pl

More quests can be found in the largest quest database

www.Questing.pl

Even where the bay had the lowest lake bed,
we could wade with water never troubling our heads.
Not little do malice and cruelty our reputation lend,
but then sometimes to people we'd a friendly hand extend.
After all, differ in quite little do humans and we,
we all know what a wedding is, a family and a child or three".   
Before we reveal who you presently have narrate,
there's still a way to go, so your enthusiasm can't abate.
Approach the main road starting with the water at your back
You can go to the other side over stripes of white and black.
Follow the way from where the mirror cannot a thing reflect!
Pass on the right the open-air museum, called  _

1  
 _ _ _ _ _ _ 

in polish as it's not what you'll inspect.
Still moving forwards, now from answers' digits you can glean,
solid helpful clues about what this all might mean:
who we are and even better, where the treasure's cached.
Our identities will be revealed and the secrecy be smashed,
the moment you catch sight of us and our giant-sized tableau…
We whose domain Nadole was, full centuries ago

keep the name we've always gone by (_1 
 _2 

 _3 
 _4 

 _5 
 _6 

 _7  
) as locals know.

We're waiting at the   _8  
 _9  

 _10 
 _11 

 _12 
 _13 

 _14 
 _15 

 _16
         _17 

 _18 
 _19 

 _20 
 _21

  
(stolems cave) to meet
questers, who’ll get the stories of our lives complete.
Once upon a time, in all Kashubia we thrived.
We and humans alike enjoyed watching the mighty strive
in combat and rock hurling, so the strong would compete;
tournament rocks landed all over and still today aren't neat.
Although we were superhumanly strong, extinction to us put an end
when we were deceived and confounded by a clever homo sapiens.
Look around, somewhere here, in easy reach next to us
find and take for yourselves the treasure hidden in the box.
Did you find it?! stamp it! set the seal of victory on the quest!
You've finally reached your destination, you were equal to the test!
Congratulations on your ingenuity and thanks that you were with us.
After this adventure and our shared fun, we trust
that you'll remember us giants and some of our lore
and each time recalling Nadole, you'll be too kind to ignore us.

"Europejski Fundusz Rolny na rzecz Rozwoju Obszarów Wiejskich:
Europa Inwestująca w obszary wiejskie".



WALK WITH GIANTS     
Eager for fun, Questers dear
It's good that now you're to us near.
To this beautiful place we bid you welcome
but on who we are, this verse keeps schtum,
so that you focus on the quest,
the better an answer from clues to wrest!
Digits from answers correctly taken down,
leave you at the end with a smile and no frown.
They'll reveal who we are, where the treasure is hidden,
but you have to be smart and do all our bidding.
Before you set off, know a little about the location,
at least this, that it is famous all over the nation
for Żarnowiec, a pumped-storage plant for power
which, although no longer with youth's fair flower
In our eco-conscious age is no cause for woe
it is based on _ _ _

9  
 _ _  

energy  i.e. clean hydro.
It generates megawatts 
seven hundred and some
when full capacity demand has come.
In 1976 construction began
and it was making power in '82, according to plan.
Water is supplied to the pump turbines
by universally  _

17
 _ _ _

12
 _  pipelines

You count them and see there are  _
L
  in all

with immense diameters–here nothing is small.
If those pipes were tunnels, picture this, please:
two buses could pass each other with ease.
Imagine the power flow, the hydroelectric might
which easily lights up the darkest night.
Żarnowieckie does service here (so is named the lake)
as a reservoir. Being natural,  
there was nothing to make.
Through the lake runs 
the broad steady course
of the river _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

21
, 

from south to north.
The puzzle will be happy to give you a name,
so you're not frustrated and a success you can claim.
 The Bychowska Struga river flows in from the west,
in size and length now somewhat decreased.
The very deepest part of this lake
a sunken 20-metre mast could take.
A phenomenon which is really quite rare,
is a lake bed below sea level, but there is one here.
To the bridge follow the animal across the road.
Many boards here shall draw your attention
And on each one interesting details of topography are mentioned
Try to read them carefully and it will give you chills
To hear about the secrets of surrounding hills
They’re moraine uplands from Pleistocene
Of which on two we suggest you be keen
Kępa Żarnowiecka and Kępa Gniewińska they are called

Remember these names, they shall not be ignored! 
When you're sure that the right names you know,
down the path of adventure onward we go.
Go where the colours silver and blue
are there on the protective barriers in view.
Let the green pipes recede in your wake,
because the whole quest's ahead and time it will take.
First resolutely forward, it won't pay to stray
and then follow the directions, in a reasonable way… 
listen to those directions and let them be the guide:
Cross the road safely with a field of view wide.
Pass the first street  _ _ _ _ _ _ _

15
 _ ; it's name goes on your paper

Don't go down it – no time for a digressive caper!
Next three more crucial streets you will see,
read out their names and note them all carefully:
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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,   _

8  
 _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _, 

and  _
5  

 _ _ _ _ _ _
20

 _ _ _ _  as the third.
Straight on we go now, to progress be spurred!
That is, move to the front, go ahead, but keep a lookout,
because somewhere at the crossroads you'll get a reroute
where arrows indicate the piece of town land
on which some old country cottages stand!
So proceed where the lanes you see now ought to take you,
to where we bid the village _ _ _ _

13  
_ _ _

3  
 _ _  adieu,

and the next one, which is _ _ _ _
10

 _ _, we enter.
Its name, by which in Polish "Low Place" is meant,
is from the form of the terrain hereabouts
and from the location by a basin lake, no room for doubt.
From everywhere, topographically, a downward swing,
Getting named "Nadole" was an inevitable thing.
With the exception of the time of World War II,
the village to its name has always been true.
Long having been a resort town,
those seeking tranquillity here set their bags down.
From Gdańsk and Sopot's hubbub they find relief
which in daily life some bear with gritted teeth.
Curative power in Nadole was widely reported:
tuberculosis patients came to this health resort.
Its no wonder that many tourists have had a happy stay
in Nadole through its history until the present day,
and the place where's first mentioned this village's name
and the place where Lake Żarnowieckie is cited are one and the same.
Before modern Poland was reborn here,
at school it was German that trained the student ear,
outside the gates scarcely a word in German was said,
while their ancestral language and customs were kept current instead.
The inhabitants, mostly Kashubian women and men,
did not count their German neighbours as brethren
as Prussian state subjects, the men nevertheless
were conscripted into a foreign army – we suppose, under duress.
Nadole, located in the channel of the lake,
and having limited space for expansion to take,
took the shape of a long street just like hamlets many
although not archetypal like those villages ten-a-penny.

Many streets named for plants are passed on your walk
and some streets which commemorate illustrious folk.
The oldest part of the village now itself presents
which brings you new mysteries but, 
we hope, no torments!
Halt where the puzzle has led you, 
at the _ _ _ _

11
 _ _ _

around which many events' tales were told
and 7 pillars stand and mark out the space,
so that the "Memory of our Fathers" lives in this place.
Independence by Poland newly regained,
made it time for a plebiscite and a verdict quite plain,
in favour of Poland – Nadole Germany was not –
in with the Polish Republic the village threw its lot.
Augustine Konkol was a fellow of deeds great
when the vote in Nadole decided its fate.
His agitation for Polish allegiance was fervent
and with his help, within two years of Poland's resurgence,
old imperial suppression counted for nothing
and Nadole had Poland's national anthem to sing.
To guess this key date, _ _ _

t   
 _ , is no tall order

That's when the village perimeter became the Polish border.
An international commission decided it so
and in German surroundings put the Polish "place down low".
The only access to the country crossing no border
Back then was over Lake Żarnowieckie water.
In the village a border crossing was set down,
you used it if you had business in a local German town.
Back in the present, stick to the same path and press on
but not far comes a turn downhill: 
cross the road down and stop anon 
where you see the fishing spot 
_
18

 _
7  

 _ _ _ _ _   in Nadole.
On the noticeboard are fish 
of different shapes and colours,
They all may be caught with rod, line, and reel
and lakeside fishing is an all-year-round deal.
Try reading the street name from the building
and you'll have another quest clue nicely filled in. 
AUGUSTYNA   _ _ _ _ _

14
 _ _ 

Near is a hidden boulder, step to it, draw close.
The name of which fine man does the inscription show?
We will hint: a former president, but also chemistry master.
Nadole once hosted  IGNACEGO  _

6  
 _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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and it happened in 1937, in living memory well logged.
It's time for us to go back through time's densest fog.
Return to the main road, but before you make your way
listen to what we inspired ethnologists to say:
"Our heads rose above tall pines' topmost boughs,
and across the lake we greeted loved ones of ours,
over Żarnowieckie's expansive placid water standing,
a hand could extend to a brother's, handing
the token of fraternity that's the  tobacco horn,
a thing pride's taken in by the Kashubian-born.


